
A new standard form in Oregon creates 
a new standard in financial assistance
Access managers say it’s unprecedented

In what appears to be an unprecedented effort, hospitals throughout
Oregon have agreed to use a standard form for patients to apply for
financial assistance.

As part of the collaborative effort, the hospitals have said they will
post prominent signs and offer pamphlets and bilingual business cards
telling patients how to apply for the monetary help, explains Barbara
Wegner, CHAM, regional director of access services for Providence
Health System in Portland. 

Prompted by a consumer group, the initiative began with four hospi-
tals in the Salem area and then moved to Portland, Wegner says. “It’s
nationally unprecedented,” she adds, “that competing hospitals would
get together and do something this substantive for patients who don’t
have coverage.”

Although Providence and other nonprofit health care organizations
already had procedures for applying for financial help, the agreement
makes the process simpler for patients and for access personnel, Wegner
points out. (See a copy of the Providence application, inserted in this
issue.) “If a patient had been seen recently at another facility and had
filled out a form, that person could present the form to a registrar and
help facilitate the whole process.”

In line with the guidelines, she says, Providence makes business cards
available in waiting areas to inform patients of the financial assistance
program in four different languages — English, Vietnamese, Spanish,
and Russian. Applications also can be translated into other languages 
as needed, Wegner notes. 

The project had its impetus about two years ago, when an advocacy
group called the Oregon Health Action Campaign (OHAC) did a study
to identify barriers to health care, says Tim Miller, MA, program man-
ager and organizer for the Salem-based group.

“One of the problems we discovered was that people accessing health
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care didn’t know anything about charity care or
free care,” Miller notes.

Although nonprofit hospitals are not explicitly
required to give charity care per se in exchange
for their exemption from income and property
taxes, he explains, they must by law provide
“community benefits.” Those benefits can take
various forms, such as supporting a women’s
clinic, for example, or providing free care to 
those unable to pay, Miller adds.

‘Nothing was uniform’

In the course of the study, he says, OHAC doc-
umented several cases of patients who would
have been eligible for charity care according to
the guidelines of the hospitals who treated them,
but never learned about that option. Instead,
they accumulated huge debts, were threatened
by collections agencies and, in one case, declared
bankruptcy, Miller says.

“The law is there, but the hospitals had differ-
ent ways of [fulfilling] it and different stan-
dards,” he adds. “Nothing was uniform. The
community didn’t know about it, and wouldn’t
know unless they found out by accident.”

After hearing about the study findings, Miller
says, the Salem hospitals, and later the Portland
hospitals, agreed to work on a uniform charity
policy. Eventually, the Oregon Association of
Hospitals and Health Systems (OAHHS) adopted
a voluntary agreement that set the standard for
all Oregon hospitals in regard to free care, he
says. (See the OAHHS mission statement for the
guidelines, p. 99.) The OAHHS board approved
a booklet developed by the Portland hospitals,
Financial Assistance Guidelines: A Suggested Policy
for Oregon Hospitals, for distribution statewide.

When the issue came before the OAHHS board
about a year ago, the hospital association saw it as
an opportunity to suggest common language that
could be used in hospitals across the state, says
Karen Normandin, communication director for the
Lake Oswego-based association. “It took several
months to hash over definitions and come up with
a set of guidelines and to make the information

available in several languages.”
There’s also a piece that has to do with employee

education, Normandin notes. Employees in admit-
ting, emergency department, and clinic areas are to
be prepared to provide information on the pro-
gram, she adds. “When eligible consumers are in
the organization, they can ask questions about
financial help, and [these employees] can direct
them.”

Plans are, Normandin says, for participating
hospitals to get back together in a year and see
how the program is doing. “One of the purposes
is to network and collaborate so that everyone
benefits.”

From Miller’s point of view, “the bad part [of
the program] is that it’s only voluntary. The good
part is, it’s the first agreement on a statewide basis
in the nation.” His organization’s next step, he
says, is to determine what can be done to make
sure all hospitals participate.

However, Normandin says the financial assis-
tance guidelines “would be pretty complicated to
mandate. We have about 65 member hospitals,
and about 40 of those are small, not as stable [as
the larger participants]. It’s a different situation in
a lot of communities. We’re participating in it as a
voluntary program.”

Oregon residents who make less than 150% of
the federal poverty level — about $27,000 for a
family of four — are eligible for the Oregon Health
Plan, the state’s health insurance plan for the poor.
But they may be excluded for other reasons — for
example, if they have more than $2,000 in cash or
bank accounts.

The voluntary guidelines adopted by the Ore-
gon hospitals state that financial assistance gener-
ally is secondary to all other financial resources
available to the patient, including insurance, gov-
ernment programs, third-party liability, and assets.
They also state, however, that full financial assis-
tance usually will be provided to a responsible
party with gross family income at or below 150%
of the Federal Poverty Guidelines.

Under the newly adopted policy, uninsured
patients with incomes between 150% and 200% of
the poverty level are eligible for aid on a sliding
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scale to help pay hospital bills. The details of that
scale are left up to each hospital, says Normandin.

The financial assistance given is specific to
each admission, and the patient will be screened
for changes in eligibility when there is a readmis-
sion or new episode of care, Miller says.

However, Normandin indicates, that screening
process is greatly streamlined by the standard-
ized application form. “My understanding is that
the patient would have a copy of what was filled
out [for earlier hospital visits], and that the infor-
mation would be transferrable.

“There is a shared responsibility on the part of

the patient and the person helping the patient
fill it out,” Normandin adds. “There is a require-
ment in the guidelines that the form be filled out
completely.”

The effort has generated “lots of positive com-
ments,” she says. “Folks are enthusiastic about
using common language and not having to rein-
vent the wheel.” And, she points out, “[providing
assistance] is part and parcel of their mission.”  ■

Liaisons enhance the ties 
between docs and hospital
Goals: Increase revenue, bill correctly

Four physician liaisons at Straub Clinics and
Hospital in Honolulu streamline the relation-

ship between business services and caregivers,
providing education on coding and feedback on
billing errors, among other duties.

“If there is information about coding, changes
in Medicare regulations, or any process at Straub
that has an impact on physicians and their prac-
tice, these four people are the link,” adds Linda
Dullin, RN, director of admitting, whose depart-
ment reports to business services. The physician
liaisons also work under the administrator of
business services and report directly to Sheri
Richard, billing and operations manager.

“Their main goal, their whole function is to
enhance revenue in the physician office and to
ensure that [physicians] are coding and billing
appropriately, to be the link with business ser-
vices,” Richard says. “They’re able to give [phy-
sicians] feedback on what charges are being
submitted and to make sure that a charge tag
has been submitted on all patients.”

Following trends

The physician liaisons work hand in hand with
Straub’s coding department, she says, learning
about trends found from audits or from review-
ing or spot-checking charges and then passing
that feedback along to physicians.

If Straub’s 150 or so physicians — in the hospi-
tal or in satellite clinics on Oahu and on the other
Hawaiian islands — have questions about billing,
“they have someone to go to,” Richard adds.

The physician liaison positions were created,
she explains, when Straub converted in July 1998
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Here’s how the Oregon 
program is set to work

The Oregon Association of Hospitals and
Health Systems put together this mission

statement regarding the collaborative effort
by the state’s hospitals to make it easier to
apply for health care financial assistance:

1. The objective of hospital financial assis-
tance and services is to help the hospital meet
its community obligations to provide finan-
cial assistance in a fair, consistent, and objec-
tive manner. The guidelines will provide
structure to a discussion about a patient’s
financial need.

2. Hospitals will determine the best way to
educate employees about the facility’s proto-
cols regarding assistance so that employees
will know how to refer a patient or family to
the appropriate location for information.

3. Request for financial assistance may be
made at any point before, during, or after the
provision of care. A responsible party choosing
not to apply for financial assistance will not
automatically be considered for assistance.

4. The guidelines include:
• Suggested policy statement regarding

financial assistance.
• Sample screening practice for financial

assistance.
• Sample operating policy.
• Sample account follow-up and collection

practice.
• Sample wall sign and business cards.
• Suggested payment option explanation

for reverse side of hospital statement.  ■



to the IDX computer system for both billing and
admitting for hospital and clinics. At that time,
the registration personnel in the physician offices
began reporting to business services rather than
to clinical operations, Richard says.

“The whole idea was that registration [errors]
could be so detrimental to billing,” she adds, that
it made sense to have business services provide
that oversight. To facilitate the relationship with
these employees who were physically separate,
the physician liaison positions were established.

Since that time, the physician receptionists
have moved back under clinical operations,
Richard notes, which makes the role of the physi-
cian liaisons more crucial than ever. The decision
to return the employees to clinical oversight, she
says, was the realization that they played a num-
ber of roles unrelated to registration. “The clinical
operation [administration] truly believed they
needed more control over the front desk [staff].” 

Initially, the physician liaisons reported directly
to her boss, the administrator of business services,
Richard says, but since October 2000, she has been
their supervisor. Because she supervises both
claims processing and a department called Charge
Corrections, where denials are handled, Richard
can provide the data and information the liaisons
need to do their job, she notes.

Brown bag it

The liaison positions are “really a good thing,”
Richard says. “[Otherwise], it’s hard for the busi-
ness office to get information to the physicians.
They see a lot of errors, but there’s no one to do
the training and education.” A problem with the
billing for immunizations, she notes, led to the
institution of brown-bag lunches to address
billing concerns with physicians and their staffs.

“All the [immunization bills] needed an admin-
istration code and there were various types of
codes and different bills for different payers,”
Richard explains. “[The physician offices] weren’t
picking the right code, and we were getting a lot of
denials.” A lunch session was scheduled to present
the errors and discuss how to code the bills cor-
rectly, she adds. 

The brown-bag sessions — at 11 a.m., noon,
and 1 p.m. — now are held monthly and last
about one-half hour, Richard says. “We usually
take our top rejection or denial problem and
pinpoint that issue.”

The sessions, which are open to the entire orga-
nization, begin with a brief presentation and the

distribution of cheat sheets on the topic at hand,
she adds. “We’re pretty focused.” Afterward, the
physician liaisons — who divide their duties by
medical specialty, such as pediatrics or orthope-
dics — may meet separately with a group they
cover, Richard says. 

“We have data to show this is how much [the
billing system] is kicking out for internal medicine
or pediatrics and so forth and to show specific
errors,” she adds.

Richard, who chairs the brown-bag sessions,
says she works closely with Straub’s compliance
department in planning the meetings. In most
cases, the presentations can count toward the two
hours of compliance education required annually
for all Straub employees, including physicians,
she notes.

“Physicians usually look at, ‘What’s in it for
me?’” Dullin points out. “We look at whether [the
topic] is something we can give them credit for.
We have sign-in sheets that are turned over to
human resources. That’s something you can use
as a hook.” 

An upcoming topic that she will address at the
session, Dullin notes, is the handling of outpa-
tient observation patients. “I will meet with the
physician liaisons beforehand to go over the pre-
sentation and also to make sure that they provide
feedback to me when questions arise from their
physicians.”

The presentation will probably be a group
effort, she says, with involvement from other uti-
lization/case management, medical records, and
business services personnel.

An earlier presentation on advance beneficiary
notices was made by Straub’s former training
coordinator and business services compliance
advisor, Dullin adds. 

Working with everyone

The physician liaisons, Richard points out,
work individually with all the players in the
physician practice. “There is the physician, the
nurse, the clinical director, and the front desk
supervisor, and we treat them each separately,”
she says. “Just because [the physician liaison] 
has talked with the physician, doesn’t mean 
[he or she] has communicated with the whole
department.

“Any employee of the organization can go 
to the physician liaison to ask about coding or
reimbursement, and the liaison gets the answer
and responds back,” Richard adds. One of the
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Patients don’t get orders
as process is smoothed
Illegible, lost scrips not an issue

Southern Ohio Medical Center in Portsmouth
has streamlined the process where a physi-

cian’s order becomes a scheduled appointment
for the patient, and improved its customer satis-
faction in the bargain.

Rather than giving the order for an outpatient
test or procedure to each patient as he or she leaves
the office, the physicians’ staff are asked to hold
those orders until the end of the day, explains
Pamela Partlow, RN, manager of registration and
central scheduling. 

Clarify information

The physician’s staff make sure all the patient’s
demographic information is there and that there
is medical necessity. It then batches all of the
day’s orders to the hospital by fax or courier,
Partlow adds.

“We ask them not to give the order to the

patient because the patient [often] loses it or
can’t read what the test is,” Partlow says. 

When that happens, her staff have to call the
physician to clarify the information. By that
time, the physician might not remember who
the patient is, she adds. Patients who show up
without the order, meanwhile, must wait until
registration employees contact the physician’s
office and have another order faxed over, Part-
low points out.

Green card

With the new process (which the 350-bed hos-
pital began piloting in January 2001), patients
are given a bright-green card with the telephone
number for central scheduling, she says. The
card instructs the patient to call the number
within two to three days, Partlow adds. If the
patient doesn’t call to arrange an appointment
within a week, registration staff make three
attempts to contact the patient, she says.

“If [the patient] refuses to have the test or
doesn’t return the calls, we document all that on
the order,” Partlow explains, “and send it back to
the physician’s office for their files.” 
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liaison’s main goals, she notes, is to present to
the physician various reports done by Straub.
“There are financial reports and an accounts-
receivable analysis. These tell the physician how
well he’s done, how many procedures he’s done
within that month.”

The liaisons are responsible for providing edu-
cation — on coding and other issues — to any new
physician that joins the organization, she says. 

‘Minipreadmits’ done by physician staff

Because physicians’ offices and the hospital
are on the same computer system, the physi-
cians’ staffs are able to do “minipreadmits” or
“minipreregs” that facilitate the registration pro-
cess, Dullin points out.

“If a patient goes to the physician and needs to
get an arthroscopy, for example, someone in the
physician’s office goes into our computer system
and does a mini prereg,” she says. “Once they’ve
done that, they also schedule the physician’s
time. They send a notice to us to anticipate that
patient on this day for this procedure.”

This eliminates the need for paper being faxed
back and forth to arrange the procedure, Dullin
adds.

Corrective action

Having a physician champion is another
important way that patient access and business
services can enhance physician cooperation and
avoid having physicians feel “they’re being dic-
tated to,” she says. “If the physicians are moan-
ing about a certain thing, or just don’t get it, you
need somebody who will support what’s being
done and will be a link in communicating correc-
tive action.”

The medical director of a group that deals with
a large number of patients from Pacific Ocean
islands, for example, is a good person to cham-
pion issues that have to do with length of stay
and utilization management, she says. Because
those patients often require extensive care and
follow-up, Dullin notes, that physician is particu-
larly well-equipped to explain accompanying
concerns to his colleagues.  ■

(Continued on page 104)
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Source: Southern Ohio Medical Center, Portsmouth.



To facilitate the process, the hospital hired seven
employees and now offers central scheduling ser-
vices between 7 a.m. and 11 p.m., she says. The
impetus for that substantial investment was cus-
tomer service, Partlow adds. “Patients [had been]
very dissatisfied with coming in and having to
wait an hour to get registered for an outpatient
procedure. Then they would have to go to the
department [where the procedure was to be per-
formed] and wait about another hour. That’s been
cut down greatly, too.”

To make the handling of orders more efficient,
she notes, the hospital provides free outpatient
order forms to physicians. (See form, pp. 102-
103.) 

“That way, when they batch [the orders], they
are all the same. Many physicians just use [pre-
scription pads] to write the orders, but our forms
include all the tests; they can just make a check
mark by the appropriate one.” 

Patient satisfaction

The reason all this has been worthwhile, Part-
low says, is that patient satisfaction has dramati-
cally increased. “Now the patient just walks up
and is already preregistered. They don’t have to
wait, and we don’t have to make numerous calls
because someone forgot the order.”

In addition, she says, the outpatient depart-
ments know that at a particular time, a certain
number of patients are scheduled to have a
certain procedure, so departments can staff
accordingly. Before, patients could just walk in
without an appointment and present an order
for a basic lab test or X-ray. The departments
didn’t know how many patients to expect, Part-
low notes. Even procedures such as CAT scans
and cardiac tests were done on a walk-in basis,
she adds.

Since the pilot program began in January, the
hospital’s policy is that all outpatient tests —
including complete blood counts — are sched-
uled by the patient through central scheduling,
Partlow says. The results have been gratifying,
she adds, with most waits reduced to two or
three minutes.

Reduce lost orders

In addition to increasing patient satisfaction
and reducing the number of lost orders and

phone calls to the physician offices, the new pro-
cess offers physician staffs a check-and-balance
system, she points out. 

“When we schedule an appointment, we fax
[the physician office] a confirmation form so
they can see if they ordered the right test,” Part-
low says. “Also, that confirmation has the date
and the time of the test so they know when they
should be getting the results.” This fax-back
confirmation feature is an optional part of the
process, she notes.

Of the 100-plus physician practices in the
area, Partlow says, about 30 participate in the
new process. 

‘If you feed them, they will come’ — and eat

To promote cooperation and compliance from
the physician practices, Southern Ohio Medical
Center hosts a quarterly “registration and central
scheduling informational breakfast meeting,” she
notes. Although the breakfast meeting was estab-
lished before she joined the department four years
ago, Partlow says, attendance has increased dra-
matically since she began promoting it. The break-
fast now draws between 90 and 100 attendees, she
notes.

Her theory, Partlow says with a laugh, is, 
“If you feed them, they will come.”

The staffs of all physician offices and nursing
homes in the area are invited, she says, and the
audience may include nurses, office assistants,
unit clerks, and nursing home administrators. Also
attending in addition to herself are the supervisors
for registration and central scheduling. 

“We may have other department directors or
supervisors,” Partlow adds. “For example, the
director of the cardiac lab [did a presentation on]
how to prep patients before a cardiac test, and the
correct way to explain things to the patient.”

As part of another program, she says, a phy-
sician discussed mammograms and breast can-
cer, and the supervisor of the breast center
explained the difference between a screening
mammogram and a diagnostic mammogram.
That distinction, Partlow notes, is a medical
necessity issue and should be addressed during
the registration process.

“Medical necessity has been a big [topic]
lately,” she adds. “We’ve gone over with [physi-
cian staff] the need to have a diagnosis on the test
ordered. If they have a question, they ask at the
meeting, or they call later. It’s a share of informa-
tion back and forth.”  ■
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Look for nonverbal cues 
to prevent violent episode
ID levels of behavior, expert says

The key to defusing a potentially violent situa-
tion in, say, a hospital emergency department

(ED), lies in identifying the levels of behavior the
disruptive individual is going through, advises
Judith Schubert, executive director of the Crisis
Prevention Institute (CPI) in Brookfield, WI.

Tuning in

Access personnel are familiar with the typical
waiting room, Schubert points out, where being
behind schedule and impatient behavior are the
norm. What registrars should be attuned to in
such a situation, she suggests, are verbal and
nonverbal cues that the anxiety is escalating. 

“The signs may be that someone who’s sitting
and reading a magazine starts to just flip pages,

and to stand up and sit down,” Schubert says.
Often, the way to prevent a more disruptive
scene is simply to acknowledge the person’s wait
by offering them something or just paying atten-
tion to their plight, she adds.

“Would you like a glass of water?” or “There
are more magazines over here,” Schubert notes,
are comments that can calm the person. “In their
own mind, they’re there by themselves, but you
can let them know that you’re there with them.
You’re not always able to take away the aspect
that’s making them anxious — the long wait —
but you can be supportive.”

This response to early warning signs, she says,
is one of the most effective strategies for health
care personnel.

Although health care organizations have
always been part of CPI’s client list, Schubert
notes, “we’re seeing more and more health care
professionals requesting training.” That’s due in
part, she suggests, to guidelines addressing work-
place violence issued in 1996 by the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration. “Training is a
key component of those guidelines.”
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When a gun’s involved, 
here are tips to follow

Access professionals by definition are often
the first line of defense when it comes to

unruly or aggressive patients or family mem-
bers in a health care setting.

Even in a worst-case scenario — one in which
the patient or family member wields a weapon
— there are actions the health care worker can
take to try to defuse the situation, says Judith
Schubert, executive director of the Brookfield,
WI-based Crisis Prevention Institute (CPI). 

Dramatic television scenes notwithstanding,
the best course of action is to avoid attempting
to disarm the person, Schubert emphasizes.
“Our efforts should be on what to do to get the
law enforcement individuals there.”

Schubert offers these tips for access person-
nel who find themselves dealing with an
armed individual.

1. Stay calm.
Do this in whatever way works for you,

Schubert says. “Some people reflect on a plan,
some do positive self-talk. If the individual

threatening with the weapon senses we’re
losing control, the situation can escalate.”

2. Avoid rushing the person.
3. Focus on the individual, not the weapon.
“Remember that a gun will present no dan-

ger until someone decides to fire it,” Schubert
says. “If you do this, you’re more likely to com-
municate calm to that person.”

4. Negotiate.
“Understand the power of negotiation to be

as simple as getting some kind of ‘yes,’” Schu-
bert advises. That “yes,” she says, can be to a
question as simple as “Is it OK if I take a step
back?” or “Can we sit down?” Those little
“yesses” add up, Schubert adds. “In a negotia-
tion, the more someone complies or has that
rapport, the less likely the person is to shoot.” 

5. If there is a risk for weapons, policies
and procedures should be clear to staff.

Everyone, not just security personnel,
should know how to respond, she says. 

[Editor’s note: CPI can be contacted at 
3315-K N. 124th St., Brookfield, WI 53005;
Telephone: (800) 558-8976; e-mail: info@
crisisprevention.com.]  ■



But when her company is asked to do “a two-
hour training course because the organization is
concerned about physical aggression,” it’s more
than likely to decline, Schubert says. Rather than
a short course in “how to take someone down,”
she adds, CPI advocates a holistic program. “We
do address issues of physical violence, but it’s a
comprehensive approach rather than a quick fix.”

Quoting Abraham Maslow, one of the founders
of humanistic psychology, Schubert cautions, “If
the only tool you have is a hammer, everything
around you starts to look like a nail.” With that in
mind, she says, the focus is on how to prevent a
situation from turning violent in the first place.
Different responses, Schubert adds, fit different
levels of behavior.

Suppose that impatient person in the ED, for
example, goes up to the desk, loudly demands to
be seen, and when the registrar asks him to sit
down, says, “Why don’t you make me?” At that
point, she says, the calming offer of a glass of
water is no longer the best response. 

The tough jobs

Instead, the registrar should become more
direct with what she wants the person to do,
Schubert adds, and offer a choice. The registrar
might say something like, “If you can sit and stop
yelling, you can continue to wait here, but if
you’re disruptive you will have to leave.” 

If the person doesn’t comply and the registrar
asks him or her to leave, or if he or she acts out
physically — by throwing something, perhaps —
it’s important that the health care employee “wrap
it up” with that individual, she says. The registrar,
Schubert adds, might say on the person’s next visit
something like, “I want to talk to you about what
happened on Thursday. I know you became anx-
ious. What can we do so this doesn’t happen
again?”

Otherwise, she notes, the person might get frus-
trated again, or might wonder what the staff are
thinking of him or her in view of the past behavior.

When there is physical aggression against an
employee, it can be traumatic for the staff, Schu-
bert points out. “They may have fears about not
just that individual, but about the ED the next
time it’s crowded after a particular event, for
example.”

After such incidents happen, she says, it’s
important to “debrief,” by talking to staff about
what occurred, how it occurred, what the patterns
were, and how to prepare for next time. Different

people may have different perspectives on the
incident and the discussion can help put together
the pieces as to what actually happened, Schubert
adds.

Thoughts of the most extreme situations —
those involving a weapon or a person who is
physically aggressive — often prompt people to
consider taking a training course, she says. CPI,
however, wants people “to come together and to
organize their thinking about a lot of things they
already know about,” Schubert notes. 

Those who are employed in a health care set-
ting, she suggests, “already have a toolbox of
things that work. We try to identify what those
things are, and [determine] the best times to use
those skills and strategies.”  ■

EMTALA violations are 
seen in nearly all states

More than 520 hospitals in 46 states, the Dis-
trict of Columbia, and Puerto Rico have vio-

lated the federal Emergency Medical Treatment
and Active Labor Act (EMTALA) by denying
patients access to quality emergency health care,
according to a report by the Washington, DC-
based consumer group Public Citizen.

The report says 500 hospitals violated the
screening, stabilizing treatment or transfer provi-
sions of EMTALA between 1997 and 1999. Viola-
tions of EMTALA, which guarantees patients
access to emergency care regardless of their abil-
ity to pay, have racked up more than $1 million in
fines, the report says. A few of the violations in
the report were confirmed in 1996 and 2000.

Administrative trouble

Not all the hospitals violating the act actually
“dumped” patients, which refers to the inappro-
priate transfer of a person whose condition is not
stable. Some violations were administrative in
nature, involving such actions as omitting docu-
mentation or failing to post signs spelling out
patients’ rights. 

The report lists the name of each hospital, the
nature of the violation, and any fines assessed
against the hospital. Of the 500 hospitals that had
confirmed violations in 1997, 1998, and 1999 and
were eligible to be fined, 85 (17%) had been fined
as of April 2001. 
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States with no confirmed violations listed in the
report are Delaware, Hawaii, New Mexico, and
Wyoming. To find out which hospitals in a particu-
lar state violated the law, people can visit the web
site www.citizen.org, go to “Questionable Hospi-
tals,” click on a map of the United States, and select
the state. A copy of the report also is posted there.

Among the report’s key findings are:
• Nationwide, for-profit hospitals had a signif-

icantly higher rate of violation (1.7 times higher)
than not-for-profit hospitals. 

• Up to one-third of surveyed emergency
department registration staff recently told the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
that patients might be asked for insurance infor-
mation before a screening is provided or while it
is taking place. Thirty-five percent said they con-
tact health plans for authorization of screening
exams at some point. These actions violate the
law if they delay treatment.

• Hospitals are being fined more than in previ-
ous years. Civil money penalties increased from
$130,000 in fiscal 1988 to more than $1 million in
each of 1998, 1999, and 2000. However, most hos-
pitals with confirmed violations are not fined, the
report says.  ■

Report: Mergers may 
save less than thought

Areport commissioned by the Agency for
Healthcare Research and Quality suggests

that hospital mergers may produce fewer savings
than previously estimated.

The study, which appears in the July issue of
Health Affairs, traces the cost and price changes 
in nearly 1,800 short-term hospitals from 1989 to
1997. Researchers, who compared merging hospi-
tals in high HMO-penetration markets with their
nonmerging rivals, said the merging hospitals’
average cost savings was 2.3 percentage points.

The average price growth was nearly identical
to nonmerging competitors, according to the
report. Conversely, in low HMO-penetration

markets, mergers appear to produce greater cost
and price savings for the hospitals. The report,
“Hospital Mergers and Savings for Consumers:
Exploring New Evidence,” can be found at
www.healthaffairs.org.  ▼

Ohio joins the states 
with prompt-pay laws

Ohio Governor Bob Taft has signed into law
legislation aimed at ensuring that hospitals
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and other health care providers receive timely
payments for services.

Taft signed the bill in late July at Doctors
Hospital West in Columbus. Senate Bill 4, the
prompt-pay bill that passed the Ohio General
Assembly in late June, becomes effective in one
year.

Check your status

The Ohio Hospital Association reports that the
new law requires insurers to establish a system
whereby providers and patients can check the
status of a claim. It also requires insurers to pay
claims within 30 days, or 45 days if the insurer
needs additional documentation. And, it pro-
hibits insurers from contracting for time frames
longer than those stipulated in the bill.

At the bill signing, the governor said the new
law will allow hospitals and doctors to spend
more time on medicine and less time collecting
bills.  ▼

Hospital closures are 
said higher this year

During the first half of this year, 24 hospitals
with 4,088 staffed beds have either closed 

their doors — partially or entirely — or announced
plans to do so, compared with 20 for the same six
months last year, according to an Ohio health care
consulting firm.

Dynamis Healthcare Advisors of Cleveland
said the closure trends this year are similar to
those exhibited in 2000. Five of the 2001 clo-
sures have been in rural communities, and 19
were urban hospitals. Seven of this year’s clo-
sures were for-profit and 17 were not-for-profit
facilities.

Midwestern closures

Geographically, most of this year’s closures
were in the Midwest, followed by the East
Coast. Ohio led the list of closures with four
closures or announcements. At the same time
last year, Ohio also led the list with five. Clo-
sures to date in 2001, according to the report,
have affected 4,203 staffed beds and approxi-
mately 13,000 employees. For more information,
go to www.dynamis-hc.com.  ▼

CMS to conduct 
listening tours

The Center for Medicare and Medicaid Ser-
vices (CMS, formerly the Health Care Financing
Administration) will conduct listening tours to
get input on running those government programs
more efficiently, says CMS administrator Tom
Scully.

Making the announcement at a House of Rep-
resentatives Small Business Committee hearing
focusing on reducing the paperwork burden for
small health care providers, Scully said the move
marks the first of several steps geared toward
reform, according to a report by the on-line news
service AHA News.

Next, CMS will convene seven health-sector
work groups to meet with advocacy groups in
Washington representing all facets of the health
care work force, Scully said. They will focus on
improving interactions with CMS and reducing
regulatory complexity and burden.  ■
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